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Sage is a 4-piece rock band. The band uniquely blends a prowess for dirty drum and
bass driven funk of the 1970's with powerful guitar glam rock of the 1980's, yet modernizes it
all with passionate singing, catchy songwriting and the pulsing, flowing beats of today. The
energy created by these four musicians has prompted the media to proclaim: "This band is not
to be missed!"
The band went down to the crossroads in mid-2005, and came up with their new
album Up From Below. With the idea of creating something fresh sounding and different than
what anyone has heard live, the band utilized a horn section on 2 tracks, synthesizers,
percussion, an electronic drum set. Meticulously mixed and produced over a 3 month period,
Sage: Up From Below is a rich illustration of what the band can accomplish in a recording
studio, and a full realization of Sage's musical vision.

Chris Bizzarro: Lead Guitar, Backing Vocals
Dave "Tree" Ryden: Bass Guitar, Piano
Tim Nayfield: Lead Vocals, Guitar, Acoustic Guitar
Gabe Rohmann: Lead Vocals, Drums, Percussion, Electronic Drums & Effects, Synthesizer
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Sage Highlights






















Live concert video for Sage's 'Up From Below' was featured on COMCAST ON DEMAND during August of 2006
to over 20 million homes.
Released all new studio masterpiece Up From Below!
Played at Phish Festival in Coventry, VT. Announced on radio to over 70,000 fans.
Appeared on Patriot Media TV broadcast to over 2 million homes in NJ area.
Played Rooftop Concert in New Hope, PA for 4th of July celebration.
Appeared at The Great Bamboozle in Asbury Park, NJ with moe. and Galactic.
Headlined The Main Street Theatre in Quakertown, PA.
Appeared on WVOF 88.5 FM live radio broadcast.
Appeared with John Popper Project.
Featured in Hittin’ the Note Magazine Fall 2003 issue.
Appeared on DVD/CD JamPacked produced by Grammy-award winner.
Donated time and music to Warchild Canada Benefit.
Released Double Disc Live Album and toured regionally in support.
Played at Sovereign Bank Arena in Trenton, NJ. Attendance 4000.
Organized and headlined Jam at the Grove 3.
Appeared with The Wailers.
Donated time and music to UPenn Aids Awareness Benefit.
Appeared with Jimmy Cliff.
Raised over $400 for American Red Cross.
Organized and headlined Jam at the Grove 2.
Donated time and music to Wetlands Benefit Concert.

Jam at the Grove

In the past few summers, Sage has organized and
headlined the legendary Jam at the Grove music festivals in Bucks County, PA.
These multi-band festivals have been seminal
in developing a strong and loyal fan base in the
region. With an audience of a few hundred
friends to over 1200 these shows and the press
coverage they generated helped make Sage
into the regional presence it is today.

Media Quotes
“More guts and confidence than just about any unsigned band I’ve ever seen.” –
Courier News

Sage Facts

“Upbeat grooves sure to make you move your body.” –The
Weekender



1000+ unique website hits
per month



“The eclectic New Hope-based band has been pushing the musical
limits, luring waves of new fans on an unpredictable journey of
funk, rock, blues, and improvisation.” –Doylestown Intelligencer

Over 1000 mailing list
recipients



“A boundary-bending presence and a fierce attitude…collectively
explosive!” –Hittin’ the Note Magazine

Sound system and light show
available upon request

“A wise choice to see in concert.” –Trenton Times
“Sage's self-titled debut shines through admirably and is worth
checking out.” –Glide Magazine

“Clever lyrics, amazing rhythms and tantalizing melodies.” –Jambase.com
“Sage will move your feet and mind.” –Courier News
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Tim Nayfield- 609-306-4190
sage@sageband.com/sagebookings@sageband.com

Sage: Up From Below
©2005 Throw It On The Roof Records

\\

Sage: Sage
(LIVE DOUBLE-DISC DEBUT)
©2003 Throw It On The Roof Records
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